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Abstract: The article proposes a universal approach to detect the presence of additional 

information attachments in the spatial domain of digital images. The approach is based on 

the use of the steganalytic method developed by the author earlier and based on the analysis 

of sequential triads of triplets in the matrix of unique colors of image. The steganoanalytic 

method Color Triads allows to detect with high accuracy the additional information 

attachments embedded by various steganographic methods into the spatial domain of 

images. The perturbations in the matrix of unique colors of images as a result of 

steganographic transformation are illustrated which concludes about the sensitivity of the 

blue color component even to small modifications of the brightness values of this matrix. 

The efficiency of detecting stegoes formed at small values of payload (0.4 bpp and less) 

based on LSB, S-UNIWARD, MiPOD and WOW steganographic methods is shown. The 

obtained results of computational experiments allow detect the filled color components of 

digital images with high accuracy even at payload of 0.1 and 0.05 bpp that is much higher 

than the results of modern analogues. The steganalytic method analyzes the spatial domain 

of images, which avoids the accumulation of computational errors that affect the detection 

result. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Wide use of digital technologies and the computer equipment in any sphere of human 

activity leads to the need to protect information from leakage or unauthorized use and 

copying. Due to restrictions on the use of cryptographic tools developments in the field of 
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steganography has become widespread which allows organizing a hidden channel for 

transmitting confidential data that can be used by attackers to steal valuable information. 

Therefore, an important task is development of steganalysis aimed at detecting any 

additional information in the analyzed digital content [1]. The most convenient container in 

steganography is a digital image due to the presence of redundant information in it and the 

possibility of concealing a considerable amount of data. 

One of the most widespread steganographic methods is the method of replacing the least 

significant bit (LSB) thanks to its simplicity of implementation and ensuring high payload. 

However, this method is absolutely unstable to compression and different modifications, for 

example, to affine transformations or imposing of noise. 

Despite the existing shortcomings of application of steganographic transformation of 

spatial domain of images new methods such as PVD [2], HUGO [3], WOW [4], MVG [5], 

S-UNIWARD [6], Hill [7], MiPOD [8] are developed. These methods are often applied for 

testing of new steganalytic developments including in the conditions of small payload that 

considerably complicates process of identification such stego – result of embedding of 

additional information to the container. 

Most of the steganalytic methods aimed at detecting of additional information 

attachments in digital images carry out an analysis of the transformations domain of digital 

image. However, it leads to an accumulation of computational error which greatly affects 

the efficiency of stego detection especially in the case of small payload (0.5 bpp or less). 

A wide class of steganalytic methods is devoted to the construction of neural networks 

and their training with the subsequent classification of stego and unfilled containers [9-16]. 

Among recent developments can be distinguished [9] where detection errors for the 0.2 bpp 

payload on average 11.8% for the WOW method and 17.5% for HUGO. In work [10] when 

detecting stego formed by the WOW method with a payload of 0.2 bpp the errors are 24%. 

Somewhat fewer classification errors for stego and empty containers for the same method in 

[11] – here they make up 16.7%. 

The situation is even worse for a payload of 0.1 bpp. In [11] percent of incorrectly 

classified digital contents makes 24.4% and 32.2% respectively for the WOW and 

S-UNIWARD methods. In work [12] detection errors belong to the range from 23 to 42% 

for the S-UNIWARD and MiPOD methods. 

Steganalysis in the domain of singular decomposition of matrices represented by works 

[17, 18] is less common. However, in these methods we can see low efficiency of detecting 

stego at small values of payload. For example, steganalysis by SAVV [18] method gives 20% 

of errors in case of the 0.2 bpp payload while the KBG method [17] considers cases of 

payload of 0.5 bpp and above. 

Thus, the analysis of the transformation domain of digital images does not provide a 

high efficiency of detecting stegoes formed at small payload. Solution to this problem is the 

analysis of the spatial domain of digital images which will avoid the accumulation of 

computational errors and improve the detection of hidden messages embedded in the spatial 

domain of digital images with low payload. 

In view of a wide choice of the steganographic methods modifying spatial domain of 
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images the universal approach to detecting stegoes and empty containers is offered in work 

based on the steganalytic method for digital images developed by the author earlier. 

 

2. Theoretical basis of the steganalytic method based on the analysis of sequential 

triads of color triplets 

 

In [19] a steganalytic method for digital images and video was proposed. The method is 

based on the analysis of sequential triads of color triplets in a matrix of unique colors of 

image and showed high efficiency in detecting stegoes formed by LSB method with low 

values of payload. The essence of a method consists in the following. 

As containers for a steganographic transformation we will consider color digital images 

in a format with losses presented according to the color scheme RGB where each pixel of 

the image is described as a triple of values (rmn, gmn, bmn), rmn, gmn, bmn - brightness values of 

the (m,n)-th pixel of the red, green and blue color matrixes respectively. All unique triplet’s 

values of the digital image we will call unique colors, their number is denoted by U. 

The steganalytic method is based on calculation of quantity of sequential Red-, 

Green-and Blue-triads in the matrix of unique colors UCT containing U ordered unique 

triplets (rk, gk, bk), k[1,U]. 

We will understand as sequential Red-, Green-and Blue-triads: 

 

(rk, gk, bk)UCT & (rk-1, gk, bk)UCT &  

& (rk+1, gk, bk)UCT        (1) 

 

(rk, gk, bk)UCT & (rk, gk-1, bk)UCT &  

& (rk, gk+1, bk)UCT        (2) 

 

(rk, gk, bk)UCT & (rk, gk, bk-1)UCT &  

& (rk, gk, bk+1)UCT        (3) 

 

respectively. When counting the sequential triads of triplets we will associate sequential 

triad with (rk, gk, bk)UCT for which execution of the conditions (1), (2) or (3) depending 

on the type of triad is carried out. Triplet (rk, gk, bk)UCT we will call middle if there is a 

sequential triad for him.  

The empty container in a format with losses contains no more than 2.5% of middle 

triplets corresponding to Red-, Green- and Blue-triads. At embedding of additional 

information their quantity considerably increases and in case of one filled color component 

indicates the color matrix of the image used in the process of a steganographic 

transformation. 

The main steps of the earlier developed method are given in [19]. 
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3. Evaluation of the efficiency of the steganalytic method using various methods of 

embedding secret information 

 

Taking into account the fact that the method based on the analysis of sequential triads of 

triplets in a matrix of unique colors is initially directed against LSB steganography, we will 

consider its possibilities for identifying stegoes formed by other methods modifying the 

spatial domain of digital images. 

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed steganalytic method a computational 

experiment based on 418 color digital images from [20] and photos taken by 

nonprofessional cameras in JPG format was conducted. Use of color images in a format with 

losses as containers is caused by their availability: it is easy to receive such containers by 

means of any devices (digital cameras, smart phones, tablets, etc.) or to take them from 

image database. And although in most studies computational experiments are carried out on 

the basis of grayscale images they are quite rare in modern world. As a rule, it is professional 

art photos which there are not (or very few) in open access. Therefore in this work into the 

analysis the efficiency of the steganalytic method we will understand the correctness of 

detecting the filled and empty color components of a color image. 

The embedding of additional information into digital images is carried out into one 

arbitrarily selected color component with payload of 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 bpp by 

S-UNIWARD, MiPOD and WOW steganographic methods. 

According to the results of steganalysis of formed stego errors of the first (False 

Negative FN) and the second type (False Positive FP) are obtained (see Table 1) where 

errors of the first type indicate a stego omission, errors of the second type indicate the 

definition of an empty container as stego. 

 

Table 1. The efficiency of detecting the presence/absence of additional information in 

digital images, % 

 
 

An example of the quantity of sequential triads of triplets in the matrix of unique colors 

relative to the total number of unique colors of image with payload of 0.1 bpp for different 

steganographic methods is shown in Fig.1. 

As can be seen from Fig.1 the number of basic triads exceeds the number of concomitant 

triads and unambiguously indicates the color component used in the process of 

steganographic transformation. Here the basic triad is a sequential triad corresponding to 

color component of the container into which embedding of additional information was 

carried out and concomitant triads are those that correspond to unfilled color components of 

the container. 
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a               b 

 

 
c 

 
d 

Figure 1. The percentage of sequential triads of triplets in the matrix of unique colors of 

container (a) and stego formed by embedding of additional information into red color 

component (b), into green color component (c), into blue color component (d) by various 

methods: I - container; II - LSB method; III - S-UNIWARD method; IV - MiPOD method; V 

- WOW method 
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Although the perturbations in the matrix of unique colors of stego formed by 

S-UNIWARD, MiPOD and WOW methods are noticeably less than in case when additional 

information was embedded by the LSB method it is still possible to determine the filled 

color component even at payload of 0.1 bpp. In addition, based on the conducted 

experiments the following feature is characteristic of the majority of digital images. The 

most sensitive to perturbations caused by the steganographic transformation is the blue 

color component (Fig.1, d), despite the fact that its use is due to the insensitivity of the 

human vision to blue color. The green color component of image is the least sensitive to 

perturbations (Fig.1, c). 

To determine the detection errors of the steganalytic method (hereinafter “Color Triads”) 

and the subsequent comparison of its efficiency with modern analogues a computing 

experiment was conducted on the basis of images including both unfilled containers and 

stegoes formed at different values of payload. The results of the comparison are presented in 

Tables 2, 3, 4 respectively for the S-UNIWARD, MiPOD and WOW steganographic 

methods. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of detection errors for various steganalytic methods of 

S-UNIWARD-steganography identification under various payload values 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of detection errors for various steganalytic methods of 

MiPOD-steganography identification under various payload values 

 
 

Table 4. Comparison of detection errors for various steganalytic methods of 

WOW-steganography identification under various payload values 

 
 

As can be seen from Tables 2-4 a steganalysis of the spatial domain of color digital 

images allows to significantly improve results of detecting the fact of presence of 

additional information in the analyzed contents on condition of small payload values. In 

the case of a 0.2 bpp payload detection errors were reduced from 0.2224 to 0.0057 
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(S-UNIWARD), from 0.3321 to 0.0091 (MiPOD) and from 0.1691 to 0.0065 (WOW) 

compared to the best analogues. In the case of a 0.1 bpp payload detection errors were 

reduced from 0.2336 to 0.0230 (S-UNIWARD), from 0.2188 to 0.0459 (MiPOD) and from 

0.2226 to 0.0213 (WOW) in comparison with the best analogues. 

 

 
Figure 2. Detection accuracy of S-UNIWARD-steganography 

 

At identifying of additional information attachments with payload of 0.05 bpp 

detection errors are 0.0747 and 0.0591 for the S-UNIWARD and WOW steganographic 

methods respectively which are significantly less than data provided by the only analogues. 

For the MiPOD method detection errors are 0.0731. 

Figures 2-4 show a graphical representation of the results of detecting of additional 

information attachments in images using various steganoanalytic methods. Detection 

accuracy refers to the proportion of correctly defined stegos and empty containers among 

the entire set of images, including both filled and unfilled images. 

 

 
Figure 3. Detection accuracy of MiPOD-steganography 
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Figure 4. Detection accuracy of WOW-steganography 

 

Table 5 provides a comparison of the integral parameter ρ defined in the ROC-analysis as 

 

=2A-1, 

 

where A is the area under the ROC-curve, with analogues in case when additional 

information embeds by LSB steganography. 

Thus, based on the obtained results of computational experiments the steganalytic 

method “Color Triads” makes it possible to effectively detect attachments of additional 

information in digital images when using different steganographic methods modifying 

spatial domain of containers in a format with losses. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of integral parameter ρ for various steganalytic methods of 

LSB-steganography identification under various payload values 

 

 

Respectively the analysis of sequential triads of triplets in the matrix of unique colors of 

digital images is universal approach to identification of steganographic transformation of 

the spatial domain of containers. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

The paper presents the results of computational experiments for the developed earlier 

steganalytic method “Color Triads” aimed at detecting the attachments of additional 

information embedded by various steganographic methods in the spatial domain of digital 

images. 

Comparison of the “Color Triads” method with other modern analogues showed that the 

analysis of spatial domain of digital contents based on accounting the quantity of color 

triads in the matrix of unique colors is universal and provides an effective identification of 

stegoes created at small values of payload (0.1 and 0.05 bpp). 

At present researches are being carried out on the possibility of determining the filled 

color components of digital images in cases when additional information embeds into two 

and three color components which will allow expand a “Color Triads” method’s scope of 

application. 
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